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We construct a perturbation theory for the radial Schrodinger equation in which all correc
tions to the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues are expressed solely in terms of that function, 
the correction to which is looked for (and not in terms of the whole spectrum of eigenfunc
tions and eigenvalues of the problem). In the k-th approximation, the wave function is 
evaluated up to terms of order E2k, where E is the perturbation parameter. Knowing the 
k-th approximation wave function we can obtain the energy up to terms of order E2k+i 

1. It is well known that the Schrodinger equation 
for the radial wave function R ( r) of a particle 
moving in a spherically symmetric field, can, by 
means of the substitution 

T 

x=rR=exp[~t(r')dr'+c], t=x'lx (1) 
0 

be reduced to the Riccati equation 

df/dr+F+2(E- V) -l(l+ 1) /il = 0 (2) 

(we use units such that m = li = 1). 
As the boundary conditions for x are of the 

form 

x(r-+0)""'"' r'+t, x(r-+ oo)""'"' e-><r, x = 1- 2E, 

those for f are 

f(r-+0)"""' 1/r, f(r-+oo)"""' -x. 

Let 

(3) 

V= Vo+eVt, (4) 

where E is a small parameter, and put 

f = fo+ eF~.(e), E =Eo+ e~t(e), C = C0 + eS~.(e), (5) 

where f0 is a function satisfying the equation 

fo' + fo2+2(Eo- Vo)-l(l + 1)/r2 = 0 

and which is connected with the unperturbed wave 
function through the relation 

Xo = exp[ ~ fodr' +Co], 
0 

which is assumed to be known. 
2. Substituting (4) and (5) into (2), we get for 

F 1 the equation 

(6) 

(7) 

we put 

Ft(e)=!t+eFa(e), ~t(e)=Et+e~2(e), (8) 

where f1 satisfies Eq. (7) without the last term, 
the general integral of which, if we use (6), is of 
the form 

r 

ft(r)= -2xa~ (r) Sxo2 (r')[E~.- Vt(r')}dr'. (9) 
a 

It follows from the first condition of (3) that we 
must put the lower limit equal to zero (otherwise 
f1 ( r- 0) ~ r-2(l+i)); it then follows from the 
second condition of (3) that as R - oo 

R 

~ 'J(o2 (r)[Et- Vt(r)}dr""'"' e-2xR, 

0 

i.e., we find the well-known relation 
00 

Et = ~ Xo2 (r) Vt(r)dr. (10) 
0 

Substituting (9) into (1) and expanding the ex
ponential function up to first order in E, we get 
the wave function in first approximation 

T 

Xt(r) = Xo(r) [ 1 + e ~ /t(r')dr' + ec~.J A (11) 
0 

From the normalization condition, 

we find 

ao 

S xo2 (r)dr = 1 + O(e2) 
0 

oo T 

Ct =- ~ Xo2(r)dr S ft(r')dr'. 
0 0 

(12) 

3. Substituting (8) into (7) we get an equation 
for F 2: 

dFddr +2(fo + e/t)F2 + 2~2 + N + e2.F22 = 0. (13) 
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Integration of (13) is hindered by the term of 
order E2; neglecting it we can obtain F 2 up to 
terms of first order in E, inclusive. In line with 
this we put 

F2(E) = /2{E) + E2Fa(E), S'2(E) = E2(E) + E2S' 3 (E), (14) 

where 

It is now clear that f and E are expanded in 
power series 

f = fo+ s{/1 + E[/2 + s2ffs + E4ff4· .. ]] ... ] 

00 

=fo+ ~ E2h-th,(s), (25) 

h=l 

/2(E) = ho + E/2t, E2(E) = E2o + EE2t· 

It then follows from (13) that 

(15) where fk is a polynomial in E: 

r 

!2(r)=- x;2 (r) ~ x12 (r')[ft2(r') + 2S'2]dr'. (16) 
a 

Repeating the argument which led to (10), we 
see that we must put a = 0 in (16) and that 

or 

00 

E2(s)= - 1/2~ X12 (r)/12 (r)dr, 
0 

00 

E20= - 1/2~ Xo2 (r)ft2 (r)dr, 
0 

Ez1 =- fxo2 (r)ft2(r)dr[ ~ ji(r')dr' + C1], 
0 0 

where f1 and C1 are given by (9) and (12). 
Substituting (14) into (13) we find that 

dFa/dr + 2 [fo + E/t + E2/z(E) ]Fa+ N(s) 

+ 2S's(E) + s4Fa2 = 0. 

Putting 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

Fa(E) = /s(E) + E4F4(s), S's(E) = Ea(E) + E4114(E), (20) 

where f3 ( E) and E 3 ( E) are cubic polynomials in 
€, for instance, 

we get by analogy with the preceding 
r 

f3 (r)=xi"2(r) ~X22 (r')fj22 (r')+2Es]dr', (22) 

00 

E3 = - 1/2 ~ %22 (r}!z2 (r) dr, (23) 

where 

r 

xz = C exp4 ~ [/0 + E/1 + E2/2(s)] dr (24) 
0 

is the wave function in second approximation (the 
index 4 at the exp-symbol indicates that after 
evaluating it as a power expansion it is necessary 
to drop terms of order E4 and higher; C is a 
normalization constant which is determined from 

00 

the condition J x~ ( r) dr = 1 + 0 ( E4 ), taking the 
normalization°of x1 into account). 

2h-1_1 

/u(E)= ~ gnfkn, (26) 
n=O 

with 

-z r 2 2 ] In (r) = - XA-1 (r) ) X~<-t (r') ffA-1 (r') + 2E,. (27) 

and 

(28) 

where 

r 
\ n-1 ] d ' Xn=Cexp2n.)[/o+Eft+ ... +E2 fn(E) r (29) 

is the wave function in n-th approximation (the 
index 2n at the exp-symbol indicates that terms 
of order Ezn must be dropped in its expansion; C 
is a normalization constant determined from the 

00 

condition J x~ dr = 1 + 0(E2n) with account taken 
0 

of the normalization in previous orders; in (27) 
one can use unnormalized functions Xk- 1). We 
note that if the wave function has nodes, one must 
in the complex plane go around the corresponding 
singularities in the integrals (either from above 
or from below - it does not matter which, since 
they do not contribute). 

It follows from the obtained formulae that all 
corrections of order E2 to the energy are always 
negative. We note also that by comparing, for in
stance, (18) with the expressions of the usual per
turbation theory we can evaluate a number of 
complicated sums. 

4. The fact that all corrections to the wave 
function and to the eigenvalue can in the one
dimensional case be expressed solely in terms of 
the function for the corrections of which we are 
looking (and not in terms of the whole spectrum of 
eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of the problem as 
in the usual perturbation theory) is a consequence 
of the fact that the Green function G ( r, r' ) of the 
second order equation can be expressed merely in 
terms of one solution of this equation; in the 
present case: 
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r' 

S drt 
x(r)x(r') ~( ) , r' < r 

a X rt 
G(r, r') = (30) 

Knowing the Green function, the perturbation 
theory for the discrete spectrum can be formu
lated as follows (all relations to be given in the 
following remain valid when there is no spherical 
symmetry). 

The Schrodinger equation [ H0 - E + EV JII/J = 0 
can in the case of a discrete spectrum be written 
down in terms of the Green function of the unper
turbed equation as follows 

where 
1 

G=--
E-Ho 

I'll)= eGVJ'iJ), (31) 

~~ lcpn) (cpnl (H -E ) I ) = 0 
L.J E _ E , 0 n (/)n • 

n n (32) 

It is necessary to write Eq. (31) in such a form 
that it can be iterated. We write it in the form 

where 

Let us study the first term in (33). Putting 

I'll>= jq>) + el'iJ1), 1'1'1> = l'i't> + el'iJz) + ... (35) 

we get instead of (33) 

l'iJ)= lq>)+eG(V1 -E1)J'iJ)+e2E1GJ'iJ1). (36) 

This equation can already be iterated; for instance, 
in first order perturbation theory we get, taking 
(34) into account, 

l'i'1) = G(V -E1) lq>), E1 = (q>oJVI'iJ), 
(37) 

If we use Eq. (30) for the Green function we get, as 
we should have expected, Eqs. (11) and (1 7), but in 
the next approximations we get very complicated 
formulae, and it is difficult to reduce them to the 
compact Eqs. (25)-(29). 

5. As an example of an application of the ob
tained relations we find the ground state energy of 
a particle moving in a Yukawa potential 

a. 
V = --exp(- A.r) 

r (38) 

up to terms of order (.\a) [ 7], where a is the Bohr 
radius. Introducing Coulomb units we can write 
( 2) in the form 

df [ 1 ( e-1r - 1 )] 
dr +f2+2 E-A.+-;:-+ r +A. =0 (39) 

and we shall consider the quantity 

e-1r_1 ~ (- A.r)n 
r +A.= A,Z:~o (n + 2)! 

as the perturbation potential ( t..2 plays the role of 
E). In zeroth approximation we have 

Xo = 2re-r, Eo= - 1/z +A.. (40) 

Using (9), (10), and (12) we get in first approxi
mation 

_ 2 p.(4+A.) e-lr[1+(2+A.)r]-2r-1] 
it- (2+A.)2 ~ 2 + rz 

3+A. 
Et= -'}..2 (2+A.P' 

').2 [ '). ~ ( '). \ nn + 4] 
Ct=- (2+'A)2 3-2n~ -2} n+3 . (41) 

Substituting (41) into (11) and (17) and using the 
fact that it follows from (25) that the third ap
proximation starts with terms of order .\ 8 we get 
after elementary calculations 

1 3 1 11 
E= -2+'A-4'A2 +2A.3 -16A." 

21 5 559 6 613 
+16'A- 192A. +00').7 '" 

In conclusion we note that these results can 
easily be generalized to a wider set of Sturm
Liouville type problems than the Schrodinger 
equation. 

(42) 
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